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ABSTRACT: An optimized two-step anodization is developed to fabricate ultralong,
small-diameter TiO2 nanotubes, that is, with tube length of up to 31 μm and pore
diameter of about 35 nm in this work. This overcomes the length limitation of small
diameter tubes that usually presents in conventional one-step anodization. The small
tubes with lengths of 23 μm yield a conversion efficiency of 5.02% in dye-sensitized
solar cells under nonoptimized conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, nanostructured materials have received substantial
research interest because of their extensive applications.1−3 In
particular, TiO2 nanostructures are among the most important
ones, which have been widely used in environmental,4

biomedical,5 photocatalytic,3 and photovoltaic applications.6

As a promising candidate for low-cost photovoltaics, conven-
tional dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) adopt a thin layer of
TiO2 nanoparticles as photoanodes which provide a large
surface area for dye adsorption, leading to efficient light
harvesting.6−9 Considerable research interest has been
dedicated toward enhancing cell efficiency. DSSCs based on
TiO2 nanoparticles yielded an efficiency of 7.12% in 1991,6

11.1% in 2005,10 and up to 12.3% in 2011.11 For further
efficiency enhancement, highly ordered TiO2 nanotube arrays
prepared by electrochemical anodization have been developed
as an intriguing photoanode, because of their vertical tube
alignment for one-dimensional electron transport.12,13 How-
ever, DSSCs based on nanotubes exhibit lower conversion
efficiency than that based on nanoparticles, as summarized in
one recent review paper.14 One of the major limiting factors is
the relatively lower surface area for dye attachment, as a result
of large tube diameter (usually around 100 nm). Consequently,
TiCl4 treatment,15−17 hydrothermal treatment,18−20 and
dipping-rinsing-hydrolysis process21 have been employed to
decorate nanoparticles on tube walls to increase available
surface area. Deceasing tube diameter is another promising way

to enlarge surface area for higher dye loading.22−24 It is
estimated that when tube diameter is as small as ∼30 nm,
nanotubes can provide comparable surface area as conventional
nanoparticles of ∼18 nm under the same photoanode
volume.14

In general, nanotubes of small diameter can be achieved at a
low voltage, since tube diameter usually decreases with applied
voltage.25−27 Nevertheless, only tubes of limited length are
obtainable under this scenario, because of the low tube growth
rate at tube bottoms while high chemical dissolution rate at
tube tops.27 For instance, Zhu et al. prepared nanotubes with
pore diameter of 30 ± 4 nm at 20 V, while the tube length was
only 5.7 μm after 70 h;13 Grimes’ group fabricated small
nanotubes at 20 V, in which the inner tube diameter was ∼45
nm and tube length was 5 μm after 17 h;28 Schmuki’s group
produced much smaller tubes of ∼15 nm at 10 V, with the tube
length being barely 1 μm after 24 h.23 Recently, Liu et al.
reported that long tubes of 16 μm were produced at 20 V,
however the relevant tube diameter was not small enough (i.e.,
65 and 75 nm for inner and outer diameter, respectively) as
compared to the expected one of ∼30 nm.29 The large tube
length was attributed to an enhanced tube growth rate at
elevated temperature (i.e., 50 °C). Such an approach was
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employed in our previous work to grow nanotubes of similar
configuration for use in DSSCs.17,30 In addition, the tube length
was also far from the optimal value of 20−30 μm.24,31 As such,
it is still a challenge to grow such long tubes of small diameter
(i.e., ∼30 nm in diameter and ∼30 μm in length).
In our previous work, two-step anodization was proposed to

grow long tubes at low voltage (i.e., 15 V). The longest tubes
obtained was ∼12 μm at 15 V underneath a protective top layer
after 20 h in the presence of stirring.32 Nevertheless, the
presence of an interface hinders the growth of bottom tubes by
slowing down mass transport. It is expected that much longer
tubes can be obtained in a branched structure under a more
protective top layer. In this work, the two-step anodization was
optimized further, thus 31-μm-long nanotubes with pore
diameter of ∼35 nm were achieved. To the best of our
knowledge, such long nanotubes of small diameter have never
been reported till date, as compared in Table S1 in the
Supporting Information.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Electrochemical anodization was performed with a two-
electrode configuration at room temperature (∼20 °C), as
detailed in our previous work.19,32,33 The scheme of an
optimized two-step anodization is illustrated in Figure 1. In

the first anodization, a high voltage of 50 V was adopted to
produce a protective top layer, with thick tube walls for a high
resistance of chemical dissolution. In this case, a thin top layer
was enough to protect the bottom tubes. In the second
anodization, the voltage was reduced to 15 V for growth of
small nanotubes. The voltage reduction rate was precisely
controlled to form branched structure. Magnetic stirring was
subsequently applied to further promote tube growth rate at 15
V. After a long enough time, the top layer was dissolved
completely, thus exposing the bottom tubes of high aspect ratio.
Tube morphologies were characterized by field emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEM, JEOL, JSM-7600F).
Tube crystal structures were examined by glancing angle X-ray
diffraction (GAXRD, PANalytical Empyrean, Cu Kα radiation).

For use in DSSCs, nanotubes were subjected to thermal
annealing at 450 °C for 3 h and then assembled into back-
illuminated DSSC devices, as described previously.19 For better
cell performance, the nanotubes were also treated in 40 mM
TiCl4 aqueous solution at 70 °C for 10 h and then annealed
again under the same condition.17

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first anodization was performed at 50 V for only 15 min to
produce a thin protective layer. The applied potential was then
decreased to 15 V to grow small tubes. To form the branched
structure, voltage reduction rate was an essential factor, as
discussed in our recent work.33 When decreasing voltage from
30 to 15 V, branched structure was obtained with a small
reduction rate of 1.5 V/min.33 However, at a high voltage
scheme from 50 to 25 V, tube branching can occur at various
voltage reduction rates, as presented in Figure 2a−c. A slow
rate of 1 V/min results in tube branching at different levels. A
medium rate of 5 V/min or abrupt voltage reduction produces
tube branching at the same level. This can be attributed to a
high electric field to keep the relatively faster chemical
dissolution rate at tube bottoms than that at intertube gaps
from 50 to 25 V.33 Therefore, it takes a shorter time to form
branched structure at the high voltage scheme.34

Accordingly, in the two-step anodization from 50 to 15 V,
the voltage reduction rate was controlled in a stepwise manner,
that is, deceasing voltage from 50 to 25 V at 5 V/min and then
from 25 to 15 V at 2, 1, or 0.5 V/min. The as-formed double-
layered structures are displayed in Figure 2d−f. At 2 V/min,
seeding of the second layer occurs at both upper tube bottoms
and intertube gaps. A reduction rate of 1 V/min gives rise to
tube branching, whereas a few new tubes still grow from
intertube gaps. Notably, a much slower rate of 0.5 V/min
results in the formation of a desired branched structure, with
the bottom tubes penetrating through the upper ones, as
highlighted in Figure 2f.
Based on the desired branched structure in Figure 2f, small

tubes under the large ones will grow continuously with
prolonged anodization time. The top layer grown at 50 V has
thick tube walls of ∼27 nm and outer diameters of ∼125 nm
(see Figure 2g). The thick walls render a high resistance of
chemical dissolution and the large diameters facilitate ion
diffusion toward the smaller tubes. The top layer is more than
∼1 μm thick, which is enough to protect the bottom tubes for a
long time. To further increase tube growth rate at 15 V, we
applied magnetic stirring with a speed of 250 rpm. After 45 h,
the top layer is completely dissolved and the bottom tubes
reach ∼31 μm with a pore diameter of 35 nm, as depicted in
Figure 2h. Such a length is more than four times the reported
values (i.e., 5−7 μm) with comparable tube diameter,13,28,35

resulting in a high aspect ratio of 886, as evidenced in Table S1
in the Supporting Information. In contrast, the conventional
one-step anodization at 15 V for 46 h produces nanotubes of
only 9.5 μm (see Figure 2i). Therefore, the optimized two-step
anodization is effective to grow high-aspect-ratio nanotubes of
small diameter.
Through adjusting the top layer thickness and the second

anodization duration, length of the small tubes can thus be well-
controlled. A thicker top layer can protect the bottom
nanotubes for a longer time, hence resulting in longer
nanotubes.32 Nonetheless, too thick a top layer will increase
the mass transport distance and therefore slow down the
growth rate of the small nanotubes. Consequently, a moderate

Figure 1. Procedures to fabricate ultralong, small diameter TiO2
nanotubes by an optimized two-step anodization.
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thickness of the top layer should be considered for a reasonable
growth rate of the small nanotubes.
In DSSC devices, power conversion efficiency increases with

tube length and an optimal tube length of ∼25 μm is required
to produce efficient solar cells.24,30,36 Accordingly, small
nanotubes of ∼23 μm were used in this study, with pore
diameter of ∼35 nm, as presented in Figure 3a. For
comparison, 23-μm-long tubes of ∼95 nm in diameter were
also employed, as shown in Figure 3b. The as-anodized small
and large tubes are amorphous, as revealed by GAXRD patterns
(see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). After thermal
annealing at 450 °C for 3 h, all the amorphous nanotubes are
converted into anatase, which is preferred for application in
DSSCs.
Photocurrent−voltage characteristics are presented in Figure

3c. Obviously, with the identical tube length of 23 μm,
nanotubes of small diameter yield much higher photocurrent
than that of the large ones, i.e., 9.04 vs 5.96 mA/cm2 for
pristine tubes and 12.16 vs 9.13 mA/cm2 for TiCl4-treated
tubes, leaving the other characteristics almost unaffected. For
the small tubes, the higher photocurrent results from a larger
surface area for dye adsorption, as displayed in Figure 3. This
leads to an efficient light harvesting and hence enhanced
conversion efficiency. Upon TiCl4 treatment, much higher

photovoltage was obtained, consistent with our previous
work.17 This can be ascribed to an improved electron
percolation in the treated nanotubes. After TiCl4 treatment, a
much higher efficiency of 5.02% was attained for small tubes.
Hence, long nanotubes of small diameter are effective to
produce highly efficient DSSCs. It is noteworthy that the
preliminary study was based on nanotubes without any
optimization. A systematic study is required to further promote
the cell performance in the future.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Ultralong, small diameter TiO2 nanotubes are achieved by an
optimized two-step anodzation, that is, creating a protective top
layer at high voltage, tailoring branched interface by appropriate
votage reduction rate and applying stirring to accelerate bottom
tube growth. Nanotubes of 31 μm with pore diameter of ∼35
nm are thus achieved at 15 V. For an identical length of 23 μm,
small tubes of ∼35 nm yield an efficiency of 3.48% and 5.02%
in DSSCs without and with TiCl4 treatment, respectively, which
are much higher than that based on large tubes. This is ascribed
to a higher surface area of the small tubes for a larger amount of
dye loading. Therefore, long nanotubes of small diameter are
favored for highly efficient DSSCs.

Figure 2. FESEM images of TiO2 nanotube arrays prepared under different conditions. Top row: two-step anodization from 50 to 25 V at a
reduction rate of (a) 1 V/min, (b) 5 V/min, and (c) abrupt reduction. The branching is highlighted by dashed lines and the insets are corresponding
top and cross-sectional views of the interfaces. Middle row: two-step anodization from 50 to 15 V by a stepwise reduction rate of 5 V/min from 50 to
25 V and then (d) 2, (e) 1, and (f) 0.5 V/min from 25 to 15 V. (f) is the desired branched structure and highlighted by dashed border. Inset in d is
the bottom view of the top layer. Bottom row: (g) double-layered nanotubes grown at 50 V for 15 min and then at 15 V for 1 h with the same
voltage reduction rate in f; (h) nanotubes of 31 μm achieved after anodization for 45 h based on the branched structure in g in the presence of
stirring; (i) single-layered nanotubes grown by a conventional one-step anodization at 15 V for 46 h. Insets in g and h are corresponding cross-
sectional and top views.
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